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Overview
Basic sampling problem
•

Texture mapping defines a signal in image space

•

That signal needs to be filtered: convolved with a filter

•

Approximating this drives all the basic algorithms

Antialiasing nonlinear shading
•

Basic sampling suﬃces only if pixel and texture are linearly related

•

Normal mapping is the most important nonlinearity

Texture mapping from 0 to infinity
When you go close…

Texture mapping from 0 to infinity
When you go far…

Solution: pixel filtering
Problem: Perspective produces very high image frequencies
Solution
•

Would like to render textures with one (few) samples/pixel

•

Need to filter first!

Solution: pixel filtering

point
sampling

area
averaging

Pixel filtering in texture space
Sampling is happening in image space
•

therefore the sampling filter is defined in image space

•

sample is a weighted average over a pixel-sized area

•

uniform, predictable, friendly problem!

Signal is defined in texture space
•

mapping between image and texture is nonuniform

•

each sample is a weighted average over a diﬀerent sized and shaped area

•

irregular, unpredictable, unfriendly!

This is a change of variable
•

integrate over texture coordinates rather than image coordinates

Pixel footprints
image space

texture space

How does area map over distance?
At optimal viewing distance:
•

One-to-one mapping between pixel area and texel area

When closer
•

Each pixel is a small part of the texel

•

magnification

When farther
•

Each pixel could include many texels

•

“minification”

upsampling
magnification

downsampling
minification

How to get a handle on pixel footprint
We have a nonlinear mapping to deal with
•
•

2

2

image position as a function of texture coordinates: IR ! IR : u 7! x(u)
but that is too hard

Instead use a local linear approximation
•

hinges on the derivative of u = (u,v) wrt. x = (x,y)
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How to tell minification from magnification
Diﬀerence is the size of the derivative
•

but what is “size”?

•

@u
area: determinant of Jacobian:
@x

•

max-stretch: 2-norm of Jacobian (requires a singular-value computation)

•

Frobenius norm of matrix (RMS of 4 entries, easy to compute)

•

max dimension of bounding box of quadrilateral footprint: max-abs of 4 entries (conservative)

Take your pick; magnification is when size is more than about 1

Solutions for Minification
For magnification, use a good image interpolation method
•

bilinear (usual) or bicubic filter (fancier, smoother) are good picks

•

nearest neighbor (box filter) will give you Minecraft-style blockies

For minification, use a good sampling filter to average
•

box (simple, though not usually easier)

•

gaussian (good choice)

Challenge is to approximate the integral eﬃciently!
•

mipmaps

•

multi-sample anisotropic filtering (based on mipmap)

Mipmap image pyramid
MIP Maps
•

Multum in Parvo: Much in little, many in small places

•

Proposed by Lance Williams

Stores pre-filtered versions
of texture

•

but only of circular filters
at certain scales

[Akenine-Möller & Haines 2002]

Supports very fast lookup

Filtering by Averaging

Each pixel in a level corresponds to 4 pixels in lower level
• Average
• Gaussian filtering

Using the MIP Map
Find the MIP Map level where the pixel has a 1-to-1 mapping

How?
• Find largest side of pixel footprint in texture space
•

•

Pick level where that side corresponds to a texel

Compute derivatives to find pixel footprint

•

x derivative:

•

y derivative:

Given derivatives: what is level?
Derivatives

•

Available in pixel shader (except where there is dynamic branching)

Using the MIP Map
In level, find texel and

•
•
•

Return the texture value: point sampling (but still better)!
Bilinear interpolation
Trilinear interpolation

Level i

Level i+1

Memory Usage
What happens to size of texture?

MIPMAP
Multi-resolution image pyramid

•
•

Pre-sampled computation of MIPMAP
1/3 more memory

Bilinear or Trilinear interpolation

Point sampling
point sampled
minification

mipmap
minification

Reference: gaussian
sampling by
512x supersampling

point sampled
minification

mipmap
minification

Texture minification
with a mipmap

Texture minification:
supersampling vs.
mipmap

How to do better?
RIP maps and summed-area tables
•

can look up axis-aligned rectangular areas

•

diagonals still a big problem!

Elliptical Weighted Average (EWA) filter
•

perform multiple lookups

•

accumulate using filtering weights

•

MIP map pyramid still helps!

To evaluate Q efficiently, we employ the method of which is the most similar to EWA, appears to have
finite differences. Since Q is quadratic, two additions
suffice to update Q (attributed
to&the
next? but
Thethey didn’t work out the MIP map part)
from oneto pixel
Greene
Heckbert,
following pseudocode implements the EWA filter for
monochrome pictures (it is easily modified for color).
Integer variables are lowercase; floating-point variables
are
uppercase.
Treat pixel as circular

EWA filtering
•

e.g. Gaussian filter

1* Let texture[v,uJ be a 2-dimensional array holding texture *1
Use
linear
apx.
for
distortion
< Compute
texture
center (UO,VO)
space
ellipse
from screen coordinates (x,y) >

circular pixel maps to elliptical footprint
au calc’d
av andfrom
=
•. Compute
(Uy,Vy)
ellipse (Ux,Vx)
dimensions
quadratic
•

tax,

ax J

ay.
.]

ai a

/* Nowover
corresponding
to aellipse
circular pixel: */
find ellipse
Loop
texels
inside
A Vx*Vx+Vy*Vy
-2.*(Ux*Vx+Uy*Vy)
•B -actually
over bounding rect
-

C - UX*UX+Uy*Uy
Ux*Vy-Uy*Vx
•F weight
by filter value and accumulate
F F*F
< scale A, B, C, and F equally so that F - WTAB length >
-

-

Select appropriate MIP map level

/* Ellipse is AU2+BUV+CV2=F, where U=u-UO, V=v-VO *1

•

so that minor radius is 1–2 texels

EWA(UO,VO,A,B,C,F)
June 1986

Greene & Heckbert ‘86

Figure 8. Contours of elliptical paraboloid Q and box
around Q = F. Dots are centers of texture space pixels.
25

Texture minification:
supersampled vs.
EWA

e in the range 90° ± 30°, and the most extreme angles
h very unequal vector lengths. The simple approximaolerably close to the true values under these conditions.
se a two-part linear approximation for the vector length
t. Without loss of generality, for a vector (a, b) assume
0 andEWA
following
function
is
within
±1.2%
of
a > b. The
requires
a lot of lookups for
2
2
ngth sqrt(a + b ):

The code in Section 3.1 proportionately widens an ellipse
more when rounding down a small value of fProbes than a large
one. We can instead compute iProbes so that for all values of
fProbes, we widen the ellipse to at most a blurFactor times the
minor radius. We also allow stretching the distance between
probe positions by up to aliasFactor times the probe filter radius:

Simpler anisotropic MIP mapping

< 3a/8)Instead,
return a + 5b/32
approximate
eturn 109a/128 + 35b/64

= -3

diagonally oriented footprints

f = 1 / (blurFactor * aliasFactor);
iProbes = ceiling(f * 2 * (majorRadius/minorRadius)) – 1;

your footprint as a single line of blobs

If iProbes is not clamped to maxProbes, we blur (widen the
• each blob is produced by taking a single bilinear
usingminorRadius
the standard
MIP
map
ellipse)sample
by increasing
by up
to blurFactor:

Number of samples proportional to
major:minor axis ratio
•

midwith some limit to bound slowness in
point

extreme cases

n = +4

n = +3
+1
This is the kind ofn =method
used when
n = -1 says it uses “16x anisotropic
GPU
texture sampling”

igure 8: Positioning an even number of probes.

n = +2
n = -4

n = -2

n=0

McCormack
et al. 1999
Figure 9: Positioning FELINE:
an odd number
of probes.

slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

MIPMapping Normal Maps
• Normal Distribution Function (NDF)
– Normal in texel + phong lobe represent a bunch of
small detail

slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Normal Map Minification: Ideal

slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Normal Map Minification: Averaging

slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University

Normal Map Minification: Refit

slide courtesy of Kavita Bala, Cornell University
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Figure 5: Visual equivalence of shading models at a scale that
avoids filtering, showing a sphere with both a frontal and glancing
highlight: (a) Blinn-Phong applied to bump normal; (b) Beckmann
in the bump tangent frame; (c) Beckmann in the surface tangent
frame with bumps as off-center distributions; (d) LEAN mapping,
mathematically equivalent to (c) at this scale.

Figure 6: 2D illustration of a Beckmann distribution-based lightan NDF in tangent-vector
space
ing model. Unit vectors v̂ and ˆ
l are used to compute ~h half way
between them. ~h is projected onto a plane perpendicular to n̂, and
a Gaussian centered at 0 on this plane gives the specular reflection.

3.3

Normal, Mean, Covariance, and Moments

Once we represent the microfacet distribution of each bump in a

LEAN Mapping
Figure 7: Problem combining surface shading from distinct bumps.
Each bump defines its own tangent plane, so combining shading
contributions into a new plane is not well defined.

nel. This combination of bump covariances in a common space are
the key to transitioning large scale bump behavior into microfacet
shading behavior.
To summarize, given a bump normal,
N = (~bn .x, ~bn .y, ~bn .z),

?

the top level of a LEAN map texture is seeded with
2

M = (b̃n .x , b̃n .y , b̃n .x b̃n .y).

Figure 7: Problem combining surface shading from distinct bumps.
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Figure 1: In-game views of a two-layer LEAN map ocean with sun just off screen to the right, and artist-selected shininess equivalent to a
Blinn-Phong specular exponent of 13,777: (a) near, (b) mid, and (c) far. Note the lack of aliasing, even with an extremely high power.
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LEADR mapping [Dupuy et al. SIGGRAPH 2013]

igure 1: A high-quality animated production model (Ptex T-rex model c Walt Disney Animation Studios.) rendered in real time unde
irectional and environment lighting using LEADR mapping on an NVidia GTX 480 GPU. The surface appearance is preserved at all scale
sing a single shading sample per pixel. Combined with adaptive GPU tessellation, our method provides the fastest, seamless, and antialiase
rogressive representation for displaced surfaces.

